Go for the Gold

Pick three places to hide your gold treasure. Each place must be where a latitude line and a longitude line cross. Use color to mark the three hiding places. Then write the coordinates below.

Take turns with your opponent guessing the locations of each other’s buried gold. Use a regular pencil to mark the location of each of your guesses. If one of your guesses is right, circle it—and then celebrate. When all three are right, you’re gold!

Say the Word

Each time your opponent guesses, you can answer only one of these four ways:

“Latitude”—If your opponent guesses the correct latitude but the wrong longitude.
“Longitude”—If your opponent guesses the correct longitude but the wrong latitude.
“Bust”—If your opponent guesses wrong on both the latitude and longitude.
“Gold!”—If your opponent guesses correctly on both the latitude and the longitude.

My gold is buried at:

1. ____________________________
2. ____________________________
3. ____________________________

Where Do I Begin?

Latitude always comes first, followed by direction, then longitude, followed by direction.

Example: 15N, 30W.